Below is the email thread on the issue (read from bottom up). Disconnecting/connecting the battery
solved the climate Control flashing lights issue, but what remains is the GPS and Clock operation.
Thank you to Roger Howell who contributed to the thread. I will pass on any additional information as it
becomes available.

Rino, Mike
There is new thread on this issue on CF. It seems to come down to a firmware update to the radio.
There is another issue that might affect more of us around April where there has been a second signal
added to the GPS clock signal. There is a dealer bulletin on this issue for hummers trucks and some other
models but it did not specifically mention Corvette. Issue reads as the same issue though. Roger Howell
______________________________
Subject: Re: Fwd: Corvette problem
Mike, found additional info on the Corvette forum. Is there a slash through the GPS icon? You may need
to ensure the car is on and allow some time for the GPS system to acquire the GPS signal, 10-15
minutes. So make sure your car is outside. If the GPS is not operating with the satellite there will be a
slash through the GPS icon, which will result in the slash through the icon and the clock will not be able
to sync (and display).
____________________________________________________________
Subject: Clock issue
Hey Gents,,, I worked on the clock issue for some time this afternoon.. I tried disconnecting the battery
and played with all of the obvious buttons involved. Per your suggestion I checked the nav system and it
said it was in the OFF position with a bar across the icon. I could not figure out any way to turn the
system back on!!
____________________________________
Subject: Fwd: Corvette problem
Hi Gents,,,, finally got around to disconnecting BOTH battery cables for about a minute. The reported
'flashing' of the climate control display stopped, BUT, now the small icon for the clock is not showing any
display??. Tried resetting per manual and Internet , but no luck.. All other controls are properly
displayed and work except no clock. Should I try again disconnecting the cables and see what happens?
thx. Mike
___________________________________________
"Try disconnecting the battery and rebooting the cars computerized systems. First thing I do when
something doesn't work right. I have a 95% success rate."
_______________________________________________

Subject: Corvette problem
Hi Rino, Hopefully you can pass this email to other member who maybe able to help with this issue with
my 2006 . This just started, after starting the car, the display panel for the climate controls goes into a
fast 'flashing' after starting.. All of the controls are working.??? Is this an easy fix or a job for Radley?
Any help/ideas would be appreciated... thanks Mike.

